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Brother LC1000Y ink cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Yellow

Brand : Brother Product code: LC1000Y

Product name : LC1000Y

LC1000Y Ink Cartridge – Yellow

Brother LC1000Y ink cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Yellow:

This replacement LC1000Y Ink Cartridge is compatible with a wide range of our machines. And as it’s a
genuine, expertly tested and designed Brother product, you can feel confident you’re getting the best
possible quality and value from your printouts.
Brother LC1000Y. Supply type: Single pack, Colour ink page yield: 400 pages, Printing colours: Yellow,
Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Compatibility *

MFC-885CW FAX-1460 MFC-660CN
DCP-770CW DCP-750CW
DCP-540CN DCP-560CN MFC-3360C
FAX-1360 MFC-240C DCP-330C
DCP-130C MFC-680CN MFC-5460CN

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Colour ink page yield * 400 pages

Features

Type * Original
Printing colours * Yellow
Brand compatibility * Brother
Supply type * Single pack

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84439990
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